
 
 

Altumint is the industry leading provider of Artificial Intelligence DaaS visual solutions to states and 

local agencies for automated traffic law enforcement, traffic monitoring, and forensic investigations.  

Altumint's Pro series of solutions include; Pro ATE™ for Automated Traffic Enforcement, Pro AVR™ 

for Automated Vehicle Recognition and Pro APD™ for Automated Person Detection.  

Pro ATE systems automatically capture and process speed, red-light and stop arm violations in all 

weather conditions, with IR illumination when needed. Full back-office support e.g., printing & 

mailing of citations, payment processing, customer service and court scheduling are included in a 

turnkey package. With the national challenge for law enforcement agencies to increase public safety 

while decreasing the frequency of interactions with the motoring public, these solutions strike an 

optimum balance. 

Pro AVR systems automatically capture and process vehicle plate, state, color, brand & type with 

single cameras covering up to 5 lanes of heavy traffic, providing real time hot list alerts, maps, and 

flow information. Along with traditional traffic enforcement, Smart City initiatives, private security, 

retail and tolling are just a few of the other markets for Pro AVR.  

Pro APD systems automatically capture and process multiple feature person attributes such as 

clothing, clothing color, hats, bags, etc., With multi camera tracking, coupled to a time-synthesis 

system, forensic investigations are accelerated and simplified. Importantly, this proprietary non-

facial-recognition AI approach, “features, not faces”, addresses the growing privacy challenge 

associated with identification systems based on facial recognition. Altumint real time alert and search 

solutions not only improve law enforcement and private security effectiveness, but also open new 

business optimization opportunities in sectors such as manufacturing and logistics, casinos, banking, 

retail and transportation hubs.  

All the Pro series equipment and software are integrated, installed and maintained by Altumint. 

Operating 24/7/365, with secure private cloud databases accessible from any web enabled device, 

and simple fee per event and/or monthly fee pricing models, Altumint delivers unparalleled AI 

powered solutions to create real time, unbiased tools for law enforcement, public safety agencies 

and major enterprises while minimizing client IT resource requirements. 

"The Altumint solution for your private and public safety needs.”  

For more information, contact: 

Michael Phelan | Commercial General Manager – Eastern Region 
4600 Forbes Boulevard, Suite 203 
Lanham, Maryland 20706 
Phone: (301) 520-6405 | Fax: (301) 577-3979 
Email: michael.phelan@altumint.com \ Website: www.altumint.ai 
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